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C DATING OF 15TH CENTURY
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ABSTRACT. A 15th century Russian icon from the Novgorod region was analyzed using both dendrochronological and
radiocarbon methods [liquid scintillation counting (LSC) and accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)]. This orthodox icon
represents the Mother of God (Dexiokratusa). Fine art experts attribute the icon to between the late 14th to the early 15th
centuries. The last complete tree ring was dated to AD 1409. There are indications that the trees were cut down during the
summer of AD 1410. Taking into account the time for seasoning (about 8 months), the icon would have been painted in
AD 1411. Wiggle-matching of the six AMS samples failed. Two of six AMS dates correspond to dendrochronological dates,
while four of the six AMS dates showed differences with the dendrochronological dates by 5–39 yr. This discrepancy raises
the issue of a possible regional offset from the calibration curve for the 13th century AD in NW Russia.

INTRODUCTION

The Dexiokratusa Mother of God (Figure 1) is the earliest known reproduction made from the famous icon of the Holy Mother, which, according to legend, was brought by the Holy Prince Vladimir to the Rus’ from the town of Korsun’ in Crimea in the year AD 988. Until AD 1571, the original
icon was located in the Cathedral of St. Sophia in the city of Novgorod the Great. Later, it was
housed in the Cathedral of the Dormition in the Kremlin of Moscow until AD 1812, when the icon
disappeared after Napoleon Bonaparte captured the city of Moscow. The icon of the Dexiokratusa
was rediscovered during the early 1990s in Kuvshyny village of the Demyansky district, Novgorod
region (Figure 2). It is currently stored at the Heritage Foundation in Moscow.

Figure 1 Dexiokratusa Mother of God icon (front and back). Numbers indicate 14C sample IDs (see Table 2). Green labels: LSC samples; red labels: AMS samples.
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Figure 2 Map of the study region

The icon of the Dexiokratusa Mother of God is included in a group of Medieval Novgorod painting
monuments that dates back to the last quarter of the 14th century AD up to the first third of the 15th
century AD. The icons of this group differ from other contemporary icons in their elaborate and rich
engraved floral decoration laid on the golden backgrounds and fields. In some cases, elements of the
figures and designs are made by engraving techniques.
Signed and age-dated icons among this group of Novgorod icons are unknown. The analysis of the
style of these icons made by fine art experts, combined with the historical evidence about the dates
for the foundation of the churches for which some of the icons were intended, provides a wide date
range of their creation: from the late 14th century up to the early 15th century. There is no agreement
in opinions among the experts regarding who painted these icons and where these icons were created. There are assumptions that some of those icons were brought from the parts of the Byzantine
Empire (Sarabyanov and Smirnova 2007).
Our objectives were the following:
•

To determine the species of wood from which the icon panels were made.

•

To perform a dendrochronological and radiocarbon age dating for the wooden base of the icon,
in order to obtain an objective and precise date for the creation of the icon.

•

To determine whether the icon was brought to the Novgorod region from the Byzantine Empire or if it was created in Novgorod. If tree-ring series obtained from the icon panels could be
crossdated against NW Russian regional chronologies, this could confirm that the wood for the
panels was harvested in Russia. Thus, the hypothesis of transporting the icon from the Byzantine Empire could be rejected with high probability.

•

To perform accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 14C dating and relate the obtained dates to
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the dendrochronology results in order to determine any possible errors that could occur in the
course of using these methods for determination of the icon creation date in NW Russia.
•

To check if the liquid scintillation counting (LSC) technique could determine the correct date
of icon creation. Since several Medieval icons from Ukraine were previously dated by LSC
(Kovalyukh et al. 2001), we aimed to use the same methodology for comparison purposes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The studied icon was painted on three wooden panels. The sizes of the panels are 123.5 × 30.2 ×
3.1 cm for panel d1, 124 × 30 × 3.2 cm for panel d2, and 124.3 × 30.1 × 3.1 cm for panel d3 (Figure 1). To define the species, radial sections of wood were prepared using a microtome and analyzed
with a microscope (250× magnification).
To perform the dendrochronological analysis, the upper surface of each panel was pared with a
sharp razor blade and then high-resolution photographs were taken. These photographs were combined together, and each tree ring was marked and measured using CooRecorder© software (Cybis
2006) to achieve accurate tree-ring width series. Crossdating was performed in TSAP (Rinn 1996).
First, the ring-width series of two separate radii on each panel were crossdated and then the mean
series for three panels were crossdated. The quality of the measurements (determination of missing
and false rings) and crossdating was checked using the COFECHA program (Holmes 1983). All the
crossdated series were averaged into a floating tree-ring chronology for the icon. To obtain absolute
dates, the floating chronology was crossdated against the Vologda region (Solomina et al. 2011) and
Novgorod (Kolchin 1963; Tarabardina 2001) pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) tree-ring width chronologies
(Figure 2). These are the only available chronologies for NW Russia that cover the appropriate period (2nd millennium CE). A part of the Novgorod chronology is available from the International
Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB; http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html; keycode russ1), but
some of its series are misdated and the whole chronology has an erroneous 1-yr shift towards the
present.
Pith and bark were absent for all three panels. Pith offsets were estimated using specialized tools
in CooRecorder. To make the panels, conifer bark was usually removed but sapwood was not removed. Six samples were collected for 14C analyses by the LSC method (2 g for each, Figure 1,
Table 2). The wood samples were treated in a Soxhlet extractor in a spirit-benzene mixture (2:1)
for 7 hr, then in tetrachlorethylene for 7 hr. Samples were then dried at 150°C for 6 hr and analyzed
in the Institute of Environmental Geochemistry of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
(Skripkin and Kovalyukh 1998). The 14C content was measured by LSC using a Quantulus 1220™
liquid scintillation counter. The stable isotope correction was calculated from the ratio of stable
carbon isotopes using an MU-2001 mass spectrometer to account for isotopic fractionation.
Six samples were collected from the upper surfaces of the panels (where the ring width measurements were made) after tree-ring series were crossdated and specific rings were selected and marked
(Figures 1 and 3; Table 2). They were analyzed by the AMS technique in the Center for Applied
Isotope Studies (CAIS) at the University of Georgia, USA. The wood samples were treated with
5% HCl at 80°C for 1 hr, then washed with deionized water on the fiberglass filter, and rinsed with
diluted NaOH to remove possible contamination by humic acids. Samples were then treated with
diluted HCl again, washed with deionized water, and dried at 60°C. For AMS analysis, the cleaned
samples were combusted at 900°C in evacuated, sealed ampoules in the presence of CuO.
The resulting carbon dioxide was cryogenically purified from the other reaction products and cata-
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lytically converted to graphite using the method of Vogel et al. (1984). Graphite 14C/13C ratios were
measured using the CAIS 0.5MeV accelerator mass spectrometer. The sample ratios were compared
to the ratio measured from the oxalic acid I standard (NBS SRM 4990).
To compare dendrochronological dates and 14C dates, the following approach was used. As the former are presented as calendar years and the latter as the probability distribution for time intervals,
we consider that the dates correspond to each other if the dendrochronological date falls into the
95% probability interval of the calibrated 14C date. If it does not fall into this interval, we determined
the offset between these dates as the shortest distance from the dendrochronological date to the
(nearest) border of the 95% probability interval of the calibrated 14C date.
RESULTS
Dendrochronological Dating

It was only possible to determine the wood species up to the genus level (Pinus; cross-fields from
parenchyma cells to tracheids with one large fenestriform pit; Gregush 1963), but as tree-ring series
from all the three panels were crossdated with NW Russian chronologies (see below), we identified
it as the only natural species of this genus in the region, Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.). All three
panels were determined to be made from different trees because of (a) the clear differences between
the estimated dates of inner rings (piths) for the three panels (differences are larger than 15 yr for all
cases, Table 1) and (b) the crossdating statistics (Table 1). Crossdating showed that two radii of the
central panel (d2 r1 and d2 r2) have the same outer ring date. This could be due to two possibilities:
(1) outer rings were not removed during panel preparation or (2) an equal number of rings was removed by coincidence from both sides of the panel. We can assume that the first case is more likely.
According to this assumption, outer rings are under-bark rings; hence, they show the cutting date.
This inference is confirmed by the same date of the outer ring of another panel (d3 r1) (Figure 3).
The probability that two panels have the same date for the outermost ring just by coincidence is
rather low, especially taking into account the small width of the outer rings (some rings as narrow
as 0.21 mm) that could be easily removed during preparation of the panels. We argue that, despite
the remains of bark not being detected, the coincidence of dates of the three outer rings indicates
that the date of these outer rings very likely approximates the harvesting date. One incomplete ring
consisting from earlywood only was detected for two panels with the same date of the outer ring
(d2 r1, d2 r2, and d3 r1, Figure 5). This implies that the trees used for icon panels were cut during
the summer period, before the formation of latewood began.
Table 1 Tree-ring samples.
Date
AD
Panel Radius Nr of inner
#
#
rings ring
d1
r1
147 1258
d1
r2
96 1258
d2
r1
111 1277
d2
r2
111 1277
d3
r1
184 1226
d3
r2
177 1226

Date
AD
outer
ring
1404
1353
1409
1409
1409
1402

Estimated
pith offset
(years)
10
10
12
12
13
13

Estimated Crossdating statistics for tree-ring width series:
t-values (Baillie-Pilcher) / % of parallel variadate of
tion (%PV)
first ring
(pith)
d1 r1 d1 r2 d2 r1 d2 r2 d3 r1 d3 r2
1248
– 9.4/82 4.0/63 4.1/63 3.1/73 3.8/62
1248
–
4.6/64 2.8/64 4.2/64 4.3/58
1265
–
7.5/77 5.9/67 5.4/66
1265
–
5.2/69 5.3/66
1213
–
16.0/78
1213
–
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Table 2 Radiocarbon dating results.
Panel Sample
#
ID

Nr rings Dendro age,
in sample AD

d1

BGR 15

1

1267

d1

BGR 10

5

d1

BGR 1

d1

BGR 2

d2

C age
(yr BP)
14

Lab ID

cal AD (2σ)

Dendro 14C (2σ)
offset, yr

1267–1271

UGAMS- 690 ± 21
12559
Ki-17774 900 ± 60

1271–1305 (0.769);
1364–1385 (0.185)
1022–1252

~50

~1355–1405

Ki-17477 100 ± 80

–250

~50

~1355–1405

Ki-17476 240 ± 70

BGR 17

2

1286–1287

d2

BGR 18

2

1306–1307

d2

BGR 11

6

1286–1291

UGAMS- 533 ± 21
15561
UGAMS- 652 ± 21
15562
Ki-17775 880 ± 60

1665–1785 (0.377);
1793–… (0.577)
1471–1706 (0.543);
1720–1820 (0.265);
1832–1882 (0.052);
1914–1954 (0.094)
1325–1344 (0.113);
1393–1435 (0.841)
1282–1319 (0.430);
1351–1391 (0.524)
1032–1256

d2

BGR 3

~50

~1330–1380

Ki-17428 480 ± 60

0

d3

BGR 13

2

1227–1228

1305–1364 (0.132);
1384–1522 (0.771);
1575–1583 (0.060);
1591–1623 (0.450)
1226–1284

d3

BGR 14

3

1246–1248

–21

d3

BGR 16

2

1267–1268

d3

BGR 12

5

1243–1247

1269–1302 (0.833);
1367–1383 (0.121)
1275–1308 (0.656);
1361–1387 (0.298)
1185–1312 (0.882);
1359–1388 (0.072)

UGAMS12557
UGAMS12558
UGAMS12560
Ki-17776

750 ± 22
697 ± 22
681 ± 22
740 ± 50

Figure 3 Series of ring-width measurements. Red bars show placing of samples taken
for AMS; red numbers indicate sample ID (see Table 2).

–4
+15

–66

–38
0
+30

0

–7
0
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The final floating chronology is 182 yr long and could be crossdated against the Vologda region
tree-ring width chronology (Figure 4, AD 1085–2009, Solomina et al. 2011). The crossdating statistics are very high: t-value (raw measurements) = 6.8; t-value (Baillie-Pilcher) = 7.3; t-value (Hollstein) = 6.8; %PV = 72; CDI = 51 in TSAP (Rinn 1996) software. This date was confirmed by comparison with the Novgorod tree-ring width chronology (O Tarabardina, personal communication,
3 July 2012; no crossdating statistics available). The last complete ring was dated to AD 1409. One
incomplete ring suggests that the trees were cut down during the summer of AD 1410. The time
for seasoning of panels for icons in Novgorod was approximately 8 months (Kolchin et al. 1981).
Because of the typical wet weather conditions (usual air humidity in Novgorod is 80–90%, in winter
higher than in summer), it was unsuitable to season wood longer, as it absorbed water again (Kolchin et al. 1981). Taking into account the time for seasoning, the panels could be ready for painting
in AD 1411 but not earlier than AD 1410.

Figure 4 Crossdating of floating tree-ring
width chronology for the icon (black)
and Vologda region reference chronology
(red).

Figure 5 Photographs of outermost rings for the panels d2 and d3. Last measured rings (AD 1409) marked with red points
and red arrows. The incomplete ring (AD 1410) can be seen (shown by blue arrows).

RADIOCARBON DATING

Twelve different samples were collected for 14C analyses from different parts of the icon (Table 2).
The samples were dated with two different techniques, by liquid scintillation counting (LSC) and
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). The LSC technique did not allow reliable results due to the
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samples’ small size. The estimation of calibrated LSC dates (BGR 3, 10, 11, 12) was not precise
enough because of the wide standard deviation ranges. Two LSC dates (BGR 1, 2) were taken from
the outer parts of panels and likely contained more recent 14C that was not fully removed during the
preparation of samples. The sources of recent 14C could have been associated with previous restoration work. Traces of two different restorations (sections with new paint) were found on the icon
after its rediscovery.
Six 1–3 ring samples were analyzed by AMS. The samples were taken at 20-yr time steps beginning from the inner rings (AD 1227–1228) of panel d3 and continuing with the panel d2. One
sample (BGR15), corresponding to the “youngest” (AD 1267–1268) sample of panel d3 (BGR16),
was taken from panel d1 (Figure 3, Table 2). Hence, we obtained samples for the 81-yr interval
(AD 1227–1307) with a time step of 20 yr and one repeat sample in the middle of this interval. The
dates we calibrated to calendar years using OxCal v 4.1.7 (Bronk Ramsey 2009) and the IntCal09
calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2009). Two AMS dates (BGR 13 and BGR 18) agree with the
dendrochronological date of the analyzed rings (Table 2, Figure 6). Four AMS dates display an
offset from the dendrochronological results in the range of 4–38 yr. Wiggle-matching of the six
samples (Bronk Ramsey et al. 2001) failed (Table 3). There seems to be an offset between the systematically older dendrochronological age and (younger) AMS dates of at least 40 yr for the mean
values (Tables 2 and 3; Figure 6).

Figure 6 Results of six AMS dates; red dots show corresponding dendrochronological age.
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Table 3 Results of AMS wiggle-matching six samples (BGR 13-18) (from OxCal
v 4.1.7, following Bronk Ramsey et al. 2001).
Unmodeled (BC/AD)

Modeled (BC/AD)

Name

from

to

%

from

to

%

Indices
Acomb

D_Sequence
bgr13 R_Date(750,22)
bgr14 R_Date(697,22)
bgr15 R_Date(690,21)
bgr16 R_Date(681,22)
bgr17 R_Date(533,21)
bgr18 R_Date(652,21)

1343
1259
1275
1277
1280
1402
1290

1352
1280
1295
1297
1380
1427
1385

68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2

1263
1283
1303
1303
1323
1343

1272
1292
1312
1312
1332
1352

68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2
68.2

4.6
130.9
127.9
8.7
20.8
17.8
9.9

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is presumed that some of the Medieval Novgorod icons could have been imported from the Byzantine Empire. For the icon of the Dexiokratusa (Mother of God) studied herein, we assume that it
was painted on panels originating from NW Russia. This conclusion is supported by dendrochronological crossdating with two reference tree-ring width chronologies from the Novgorod and Vologda regions (Figure 2). In Medieval Russia, roads were of poor quality and the length of roads was
short. Therefore, the ability to carry bulky goods in large quantity was unlikely (Rybina 2001a,b;
Yanin 2004). We confidently conclude that this icon of such high quality painting and materials
was painted in Novgorod the Great, which was the cultural center of NW Russia in the beginning
of the 15th century AD. The hypothesis of this icon coming from the Byzantine Empire is rejected
because it is very unlikely that Russian wood was sent to the Byzantine Empire and then returned
to Novgorod.
It was determined that the studied icon was painted on pine panels. That made it possible to use
local tree-ring chronologies (which only exist for conifer species) for dendrochronological dating.
Other icons of the late 14th to early 15th centuries were also painted on panels made from deciduous
species, such as linden and birch, as well as from other coniferous species, such as spruce and larch.
Sometimes aspen, maple, and oak were also used. Pine was one of the common materials for icon
panels, yet linden was used even more often.
We obtained a difference of 4–38 calendar years between the 14C (calibrated, 2σ) dates and dendrodates for four of the six AMS dates. These differences are probabilistic by nature (see Materials and
Methods section for the description of estimation of differences between dates). In any case, these
differences raise a question about the interpretation of individual 14C dates when performing any age
dating of such objects in NW Russia. “Real” dendrochronological dates are in these cases outside
the 95% probability interval of the calibrated 14C date. Hence, whenever individual 14C dates (calibrated 95% intervals) are given as the only source of chronological information (for 13th century
wood from NW Russia), we can assume (based on our results) that the “real” date may be out of this
interval with an offset of 4–38 yr (older).
In similar analyses of wooden Buddhist statues from the 17th century in South Korea, Park et al.
(2010) obtained an average difference of 17 yr between seven wiggle-matched AMS dates and the
dendrochronological dates. The authors argue that this may be a result of possible regional and
laboratory offsets. Laboratory offsets for the Belfast, Pretoria/Groningen, Heidelberg, and Waikato
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laboratory 14C measurements of dendrodated wood compared to the Seattle measurements varied
from –6 to 27 14C yr (Reimer et al. 2004). No laboratory offsets for the Center for Applied Isotope
Studies of the University of Georgia AMS facility used in this study have been measured. The regional offset for the Novgorod region, NW Russia, was also not independently determined. Results
of this study point that this offset could exist (at least for the 13th century AD) and could be as high
as 38 calendar years, but more research is needed to confirm these results.
We have another example of the differences between the 14C and archaeological dating for the first
half of the 2nd millennium AD in Eastern Europe. There are early, unpublished 14C dates for a
tree-ring-dated charred oak log from the Golden Horde City of Uvek (near Saratov, Middle Volga
region). The history of Uvek is well studied (Nedashkovsky 2004). Archaeological dating has been
based on the cultural sequence. Several closed complexes with precisely dated coins were found
here. Series of dates with good resolution of 670 ± 25 to 700 ± 25 yr BP are obtained as a result of
long-term measurements of large samples of the tree rings corresponding to the 1270th year (LSC,
Kiev). Calibrated dates (IntCal09, Reimer at al. 2009) are about 20–30 yr younger than the archaeological dates. However, as these dates were obtained by LSC, and not AMS, samples were large
enough to overcome the sample size limitations we met in the current study and can be compared
to the published results.
Seven Medieval icons from Ukraine were dated using LSC and AMS (Kovalyukh et al. 2001). The
14
C results are generally in agreement with the ages expected on historical grounds. However, there
are differences between the AMS and the LSC dates for some icons where no dendrochronological
dates are available for comparison (Kovalyukh et al. 2001).
In this case, the LSC technique did not allow precise enough results mainly due to the sample size
limitation and resulting wide standard deviation ranges. We therefore argue that the LSC method
is not suitable for dating of such objects, especially as it requires larger samples, and consequently
larger damage to historical and art objects. Even when there is a possibility to use AMS and wigglematching, the (calibrated) date could still be biased by regional and possibly laboratory offsets for
approximately 4–38 yr (for this study). If the regional offset in NW Russia is confirmed by future
studies (at least for some periods), it could be used for correction of 14C dates in the region.
CONCLUSIONS

This work presents the first successful attempt in using dendrochronology to determining a precise
age for Medieval Novgorod icon-painting monuments. The harvesting date of the icon panels was
accurately determined to the season of cutting (summer of AD 1410). Taking into account the time
for timber drying (approximately 8 months), the icon would have been painted in AD 1411. The
Russian origin of the wood on which the icon was painted was proved; thus, with high confidence
we conclude that it was painted in Novgorod and it was not imported from the Byzantine Empire.
Two of six AMS dates correspond to dendrochronological dates. Four of six (calibrated) AMS dates
showed small differences with the dendrochronological dates from 4 to 38 yr. This brings up the
issue of interpretation of the 14C dates when performing any age dating of such objects in NW Russia. The LSC method is not suitable for dating of Russian icons due to the sample size limitation,
and the resulting wide standard deviation ranges. In this case, dating made by the fine art experts is
much more precise.
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